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Ayurveda is the oldest system of life science and health care in the world, its antiquity going back to the ancient Vedas. Amazingly Ayurveda has remained in an unbroken professional practice for thousands of years. The classical knowledge of Ayurveda has successfully descended to the present times in the form two sets of authentic texts with three books each, popularly called 1. Brihatrayi and 2. Laghuatrayi. The Brihattrayis i.e. three big books – 1. Caraka Samhita, 2. Susruta Samhia, 3. Samhitas of Vagbha are pre Christian texts while the Laghutrayis i.e. three small books – 1. Madhava nidana, 2. Sharangdhara Samhita, 3. Bhavaprakrash are, the texts of medieval period. These texts have been developed over a period of thousands of years and are now easily accessible through their contemporary multi-language editions.

Ayurveda is based upon its own fundamental principles, its own holistic biology, materia medica and diagnostics. The entire basic science of Ayurveda is structured on its quantum logic and pronature holistic biology operating through the theories of Triguna, Trnavat, Panchamuhabhati, Tridosha, Dhatu, Srotas, Ojas, Agni and Ama which collectively forms a unique format of biology with quantum logic. Ayurveda puts greater emphasis on promotion of health and prevention of disease than mere disease and cure.

Ayurvedic medicine has three most important features which pedestal it as very distinct system of life science and health care with potential to transform the future healthcare system globally. These features are: 1. The Prononature approach, 2. The Holistic approach, 3. The Personalized diagnosis and treatment strategy.

1. Ayurveda believes in the doctrine of Swabhavaramavada i.e. self healing suggesting that evolution of a disease, its manifestations and remission (spontaneous or therapeutical) are the functions of nature and are self designed in protection of the organism. Hence a physician should always respect the biological responses and should never act against nature. The overall defensive approach is always welcome over any kind of aggressive offensive approach in disease management. For instance the immune-enhancing strategies are always better than the risky antibiotic chemotherapy and similar other unsafe interventions.

2. The most important feature of Ayurveda is its Holistic approach where the individual living being (microcosm) is considered as a continuum of the universe (macrocosm). In the entire attempt of diagnosis and treatment in Ayurveda the patient is considered a total entity encompassing body-mind-spirit together further connected with the cosmic forces. Hence the patient is to be considered in this sense of ‘whole’, inclusive of microcosm and macrocosm. This approach is easy to understand in terms of modern quantum physics as opposed to classical one-dimensional Newtonian materialistic view point.

This is why Ayurveda encompasses the entire spectrum of life style management, dietetics and soft nutraceutical medications as the basic matrix of the therapeutic intervention. The patient is “whole”, the disease is “whole”, the goal of the cure is “whole”, and hence the treatment modality has also to be “whole” to be truly holistic as described by Ayurveda in its triple approach of health care through Daiavayapasraya, Yuktiyanasraya and Sattavayaya strategies in therapeutics.

3. The third important unique feature of Ayurveda is its personalized health care strategy. Ayurveda believes that no two patients are equal as each one has distinct Prakriti and Vikriti. Hence each individual patient even if suffering from one common disease, is to be tackled in an individualized manner (purusam purusam viksyaya - Caraka). The Prakriti denotes the genome of an individual. As genome differs, the response of treatment will also differ in different individuals. Thus unless the treatment modalities are pharmacogenomically tested the therapeutic response is not guaranteed. This scientific fact which was described in Ayurveda thousands of years ago is being now posed also in modern biomedical sciences today.

Thus Ayurveda at least theoretically is a full science while conventional modern medicine is still a half science and is now fast converging to these age old ideas. Hence there is a great need of intense interface of Ayurveda with modern biomedical sciences to allow the growth of the third superior dimension of biomedicine today. However for pursuing such a scientific strategy we need to develop new research methodologies to be created afresh through intense interface of Ayurveda and the science of today. Hurriedly borrowed conventional methods of research may not succeed to unfold the complex theories and practices of Ayurveda which are based on entirely a different understanding of the structure and function of human body-mind system.
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